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 A Traditional Malay house is a vernacular house improvised from generations to 
generations by the Malay community and is now outfitted to fill their basic needs, 
culture and their environment. In the early days, a Malay house is usually called ‘rumah 
asas’ or basic house and ‘pondok’ or a cabin. These simple kind of houses were 
developed during the rise of implementing traditions before becoming bigger and more 
complex. This papers tries to describe and architecturally analyse the co-relation 
between one custom and ritual in Malay culture and how its effect the design of their 
house. It’s expected that this paper can start a further discussion for an architect and 
practitioners in the housing design in Malaysia to be more sensitive in addressing this 
cultural issue in their terrace houses design. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Traditional Malay House:  
 A Traditional Malay house is a vernacular house improvised from generations to generations by the Malay 
community and is now outfitted to fill their basic needs, culture and their environment (Nasir 1985). In the early 
days, a Malay house is usually called ‘rumah asas’ or basic house and ‘pondok’ or a cabin. These simple kind of 
houses were developed during the rise of implementing traditions before becoming bigger and more complex. 
Afterwards, houses with long rooftops are born when the people discovered various types of tools such as the 
saw, chisel, dreger and wood planer [4]. Basically, the shape of a traditional Malay house and its various 
characteristics all over Malaysia are now known as the ‘bumbung panjang’ or longhouse, ‘bumbung perak’ or 
house with gambrel roof and ‘bumbung limas’ or house with pyramidal roof. However, the kind of shape and 
form that is generally known is the ‘bumbung panjang’ or the longhouse as well as being one of the oldest form 
that is known all over Peninsular Malaysia, all which are 100 years old and are still in acceptable condition. It is 
said that the Malays use the longhouse shape for building traditional houses in all of the Malaysian states but 
after the arrival of the colonizer, the traditional Malay houses have had a few changes which are ‘bumbung 
limas’ or house with pyramidal roof and ‘bumbung belanda’ or house with hip gabled roof. Despite all that have 
happened, the longhouse is known to be the simplest as well as the best of traditional Malay house. Its shape and 
form have proven to be easily built alongside with its flexibility for house modifications and adjustments. 
Furthermore, this kind of house is favored by many especially those who are strickened by poverity for they are 
able to build the house by themselves. This type of traditional house may also be built using your own approach 
as well as for mutual assistance. Malay houses are also designed in such a good way that it accommodates with 
the various types of space needed by the people thus showing its expressed quality for its consumer’s way of 
life. 
 In addition to being able to accommodate with the environment, Traditional Malay houses have a rather 
versatile architecture design where they are able to easily assemble their houses and modify them according to 
the owner’s needs. Other than that these traditional houses have also expanded their addition system to the point 
where extra spaces may be added should the owner wants it [3]. Even when the traditional house has been set 
up, the house can still be dismantled and be moved away to another location. There are others who build to stay.  
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1.0 Elements Of A Traditional Malay House:  
 The chart below depicts several elements of space used by the Malay people of Malaysia: 

 
Space Reason Characteristics 

1. ‘Pisang 

sesikat’ or or 

leaned-to roof 

 

 

 Used for providing a walkway that leads into the 

‘serambi gantung’ which is hanging verandah or the 

‘lepau’ which is the lounging-place which is also placed 

parallel to it 

 

 
 

 

 Placed on the staircase leading into the house and is covered by a roof. May only be built 

should the main section of the house is constructed. 

 When the ‘serambi gantung’ or hanging verandah is added, the ‘pisang sikat’ will be 

placed at the end of it 

 In case the ‘lepau’ or lounging-place is added, the ‘pisang sesikat’ or leaned-to roof will be 

placed to serve as a walkway straight into the lounging-place and will be positioned parallel in 

the direction of the ‘serambi gantung’ or hanging verandah. 

 

2. Jemurung 

/anjung or porch 

 

 

 A space for entertaining guests and visitors which are 

not close acquaintance. 

 A place for the owner of the house to relax, chat and 

observe things such as the people walking by his house. 

 A space for the men to do their work such as to weave 

their basket. 

 

  
 

 

 

 Replacing the ‘pisang sikat’ or leaned-to roof which serves as an entrance porch on all the 

sides. 

 For the entrance, the stairs will mostly be directed to the front porch which will have a 

roof on it as it is for traditional Malay house. 

 A transition room between public space and the owner’s own domain. 

 Act as the starting point for entering a house. 

 From this porch, one will enter the hanging verandah. 

 

 

 

3. Serambi 

gantung or 

hanging verandah 

 A space where the males are treated 

 Functions as a prayer room where the children are 

able to study and learn about the pillars of Islam. 

 At night, the young ones will place a mattress and 

make it their bedroom. 

 Official events and ceremony such as marriage, 

praising the Prophet, chanting prayers for the well-being, 

and prayers all conducted in the porch and verandah. 

 Traditional customs such as the engagement, present 

delivery, and the wedding ceremony all conducted in this 

space. 

 The official ‘berinai’ ceremony are held in the 

verandah and the hanging 

 

 
 

Verandah is used as a space for formal and official 

ceremonies for the Malay people’s religion and culture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 A second space after the porch. 

 Possess a window on the lower level that allows good air ventilation and the view outside 

of the house. 

 Its location which is on the lower level from the ‘rumah ibu’ or the living room separates 

them from other activity that is going on in the house so that the guest will feel comfortable to 

chat  with the owner without being disturbed by occupants of the house. 

 A bigger space compared to the verandah, suspended on the side to the living room and 

placed at a slightly lower level. 

 Possess a skillion roof and usually separated from the living room by a wooden wall. 

 Even though sometimes it was built alongside with the living room, it can still be 

constructed in the later stage of the house 

 From this hanging verandah, one can enter the living room. 

 
 

The solemnization event conducted in the foyer. 
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4. Lepau or 

lounging place 

 Its function is as similiar to the hanging verandah but 

is located in the lower level. 

 Used for a feast, burial, and wedding ceremony. 

 The traditional ‘mandi berhias’ or decorative bath are 

conducted on the wedding altar or in the center of the 

house or in the verandah. 

 ‘berinai curi’ (in secrecy) or ‘berinai kecil’ (family 

members only): performed in the bride’s house as a 

casual activity and is conducted in front of the wedding 

altar which is at the center of the room. 

 The groom will sit on the wedding altar or in the 

center of the house or in the lounging place/hanging 

verandah in order to commence ‘mandi berhias’ or 

decorative bath. (Several types of water such as 

rosewater, flowery essence, holy water are all sprinkled 

on the groom). 

 The traditions of ‘bersanding’ or wedding ceremony 

and ‘berinai’ are done on the wedding altar which is built 

in the center of the house by heirs and relatives from 

both sides. 

 

 

 

 Referring to the ‘added space’ which is usually built should the number of family member 

increases or when additional space is needed. 

 The space inside the house is formed by extending the ‘bumbung panjang’ or long roof in 

the shape of a skillion roof. 

 Placed on the lower level from the ‘serambi gantung’ or hanging verandah. 

 The wide wall is left in its original position and new panels which comprises of windows 

with covers made of all three sides of the lounging place. Sometimes the big opening that is 

made on the panels between the lounging place and the hanging verandah serves as a connection 

for both of them. 

 Its size for construction is based on the number of guests that will be attending when there 

is a feast. Usually the lounging place is needed to house 40 people who sit around 10 dishes 

served which are compiled closely together during a feast. 

 

   
Wedding altar is placed in this space 

 

5. Rumah ibu 

(tengah rumah) or 

center of the 

house 

 A resting place for adults 

 A privacy room for the young ones or daughters 

 Contains marriage mattress. 

 A place for activities such as sewing, scrub shirts, 

learn. 

 Prayer room. 

 Wedding ceremony. 

 Celebration. 

 A place to treat guest during celebration. 

 Traditional procedures to freshen up the bride is 

also done there. 

 Wedding altar for ‘bersanding’ or wedding 

ceremony and ‘berinai’ event are held in the center of the 

house. 

 A space to place the body of the deceased before 

commencing burial 

 Circumcision and ear piercing. 

 A room specifically for mending patients, 

rehabilitate their spirit, remedies and curing the hurt. 

 
 

All decoration that would beautify the house are placed 

here. 

 

 

 Able to enter from the hanging verandah. 

 Appears to be the core of the house. 

 Area with the widest space where most activities take place. 

 The importance of this house is expressed by having placed the floor on the highest level 

of the house. 

 Its frame is the biggest, most decorated, and considered to clean and dry. 

 Occupies a space underneath the longroof. 

 Appears to be the main space which was named in a way that the women was to handle the 

house task while the men are to work outside. Solely because the women are the ones who 

spend most of their time at home working, it is appropriate that some part of the house may be 

called ‘ibu’ which in this term, core of the house. 

 The floors of the house and the verandah are all taken great care by sweeping and 

scrubbing consistenly. The floor boards are kept at a distance from each other, exposing little 

open space so that dust and water will fall to the ground beneath the house. 

 

 
 

6. Loteng or 

attic ( found in 

houses in Melaka 

and Negeri 

 An added space that can be used as a place of rest and 

storage space. 

 An attic rarely becomes a room for the bride to remain 

in. 

 Placed near the center of the house 

 Connected by using steep staircase leading to the attic. 
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at 
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Sembilan)  

  
 

Stairs leading to attic in a house in Negeri Sembilan 

 

  
 

Stairs and attic in a house in Negeri Melaka. 

 

7. Serambi 

samanaik or 

Verandah 

 A place to sleep and rest 

 Pray 

 Sew, weave and play music 

 

 
 

 Possess the same space with the ‘rumah ibu’ or center of the house and built on the same 

level as the center. 

 Possess a skillion roof and opened straight to the ‘rumah ibu’ or center of the house. 

 The ‘serambi samanaik ‘or verandah is cohesive with the ‘rumah ibu’ or center of the 

house in terms of functions, space and as well as frame. 

 Is actually a transition between the ‘rumah ibu’ and the second largest frame which is the 

kitchen. 

 Possess a special space which is known as ‘yo yo’ in some houses. 

 

 

8. Yo yo/ 

Lantai gelegar or 

floor beams 

Yo yo is prepared in some houses for: 

 Bathing the deceased 

 Space for the heavily wounded 

 Or a space for a mother who is about to give birth. 

 

 

 Can be found on the verandah’s floor. 

 Its floors are not close together, for some of the pieces of the boards are not properly nailed 

shut for the reasons of being able to open in the events of bathing the deceased. 

 Its size in dimension is long and slightly thick. 

 The boards in here are smaller and it is not close together compared to the other spaces in 

the house. 

 Possess a taboo which is walking on or under it is forbidden because both walkways are 

considered not holy. 

 

 

9. Selang or 

gap 

 Usually used by the women as a space to chat and 

socialize. 

 Used as a way to isolate one part of the building 

should the other is consumed by fire. 

 A place for casual talks between the wife and 

husband. 

 A place for the children to play. 

 

 

 
 

 Appears to be a walkway that is either closed or roofed becomes a circulation space for 

the air outside and inside. 

 Separating the ‘rumah ibu’ or center house’ and the kitchen. 

 Possess a door on its side that will lead to the kitchen. 

 An effective connection where leaving an open space between two partitions which 

enables air ventilation and good light exposure for the house 

 Conveniently prepares a versatile space. 
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10. Rumah 

dapur or the 

kitchen 

 Has the same function as the verandah because this is 

where the women rest other than receiving female guest 

or sewing, find ticks, choosing a rice brand and other 

things. 

 Used for preparing food 

 Eating space 

 Any family who has a daughter, usually sleeps in the 

kitchen. 

 The womenfolk work together to prepare and ensure 

the success to any traditional events and celebration. 

 Treating female guest. 

o The men are forbidden to enter the kitchen when 

there is a female guest in it. If in fact a married couple 

visits the house, the husband will enter through the front 

door and will be treated by the  husband or the son in the 

foyer. The wife however will enter through the kitchen 

and is treated by the house owner’s wife or the elderst 

daughter in the family. 

 

 

 ‘Adat merisik’ or getting to know the bride custom is 

conducted in the kitchen 

 Utility area for the women so that they may perform 

their daily task and other task such as traditional events, 

ceremonies and religious conduct. 

 

 
 

A view of the kitchen. A family dining room and treating 

female guest 

 

 

 The second frame is reviewed as dirty and wet space. 

 Possess its own ‘bumbung tebar layar’ or spreading flat roof 

 Built on the same method used to construct the ‘rumah ibu’ or main house but on a lower 

level. 

 Considered as an insignificant space, thus simpler raw materials are used. 

 Its walls often use ‘atap’ which is a sort of material used to make roofs and gross floor 

mats. This combination provides the inhabitants a comfortable condition to work in the kitchen 

during hot days. 

 The Malay’s kitchen is called ‘rumah dapur’ because of a wooden box filled with sand 

which is supported on top of several wooden pillars. On the sand, a small fire emanates from the 

coal which is positioned in a circular rock formation where a cooking pot is placed on top of it. 

 While washing or preparing food, the women usually will squat on the floor or use a small 

truss chair. In order to allow more water to flow from the floor into the ground, a timber grate is 

placed on the floor. Strips and pieces of unwanted vegetables and fruits are also dropped 

through the floor as a chicken feed. 

 The unique characteristics of the kitchen is the ‘para’ or shelves. This wood is underpinned 

as high as the human waist and is supported by joist. This item is used to seperate the plates and 

bowl. The plates and bowl, kitchen utensils and food waste are kept on the shelves 

 Sometimes ‘rumah dapur’ or kitchen which is under the flat spreading roof usually 

associates with feeding activity. The added space included on one side on the lower level is 

called ‘dapur masak’ or cooking space. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

11. ‘Dapur 

masak’ or 

cooking space 

 Used solely for preparing and cooking food. 

 

 
A view of the cooking space from the kitchen. 

 

 

 
 

 Appears to be an added space for the ‘rumah dapur’ or kitchen that is included on one side 

of the lower level. 

 Bound to the ‘dapur masak’ with the opened or closed timber deck on the lower level with 

the wooden floor that is spaced widely which is called a platform. 
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Components for cooking. 

 

12. Pelantar 

or platform 

 A space where water that was taken from the well is 

placed where many cleaning activity are done. 

 Reserved for washing clothes and dishes. 

 Sometimes cooking is done here. 

 Usually becomes a place to dry laundry, a place to put 

away farm tools or sea appliances. 

 A place where the men weave their basket, sharpen 

their machete, weaving their fishnet, fixing their hooks, 

preparing their nets and fishnets and many more. 

 

 

 The platform usually connects with the kitchen house on the lower level. 

 Its floor boards are spaced out further than usual. 

 This space can be opened or closed, for it does not possess a roof, functions as an air 

distribution inside the house and to draw in more light. The principle of this platform is to bring 

in whatever item you may wish. 

 This space also includes a porch space for the men to undertake various activities such as 

weaving their basket, sharpen their machete, weaving their fishnet, fixing their hooks, preparing 

their nets and fishnets and many more. 

 

 

 
 

13. Halaman 

or lawn, front 

lawn (Only found 

in Malay houses 

in Melaka) 

 An important place in the house where activities 

such as washing and drying clothes are conducted and a 

toilet is placed here. 

 Appears to be a favorite place for the inhabitants 

to rest. 

 Sometimes unofficial guest especially women 

will be treated here. 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Front lawn that is elevated and placed beside the kitchen. 

 

 Appears to be a private open space that is placed between the main house and the 

kitchen house. 

 This space is highly decorated with flowers and various plants. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

pela

ntar 
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14. ‘Bawah 

rumah’ or also  

known as 

‘kolong’ which is 

a space under the 

house 

 A place to fill your free time 

 Performing task in the shades. 

 A place to chit chat 

 Used as a space to store paddy, materials to make fire 

(firewood, coconut fronds and many more), construction 

materials, tools to build a farm, bicycle and car 

accesories 

 Various activities are conducted such as pound rice, 

incorporate batik, crafting materials. 

 Is also a place to store items such as farming tools, 

firewood and animal pets. 

 Becomes an airway for cleaning up dirty air. Clean air 

is much needed for health benefits of the people living in 

a closed environment. 

 

 This space is located under the floor of the house and is attached with wooden panel 

 A semi-private space which is usually used for work 

 Allows air circulation from underneath the house to generate a cool enviroment 

 To ease the heavy burden during flood. 

 To ensure safety and protection from animal attacks such as snakes and insects from the 

environment. 

 
 

  
 

Activities conducted in the ‘kolong’. 

 

2.0 Summary: 

 Despite the fact that the design of the traditional Malay house possess such convenient shapes, the Malays 

have modified them in a rather efficient way so that everything is built according to their culture, religion, social 

beliefs as well as for the suitable climate. As an example, these factors have caused them to build their houses 

according to the direction of the Qiblah, the direction to Mecca and spaces which separates the men and the 

women. The houses are also build a few feet above the ground with pillars supporting them as a means to 

counter the damp ground. Other than that, it can also preserve the house when flood occurs. The house itself has 

a high defense against wild animal attacks, the damp area under the house may also be used as a fertile space for 

farming and planting crops. 
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